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1. Introduction

Relationships between the institutional structure and dynamic conÞguration of labor mar-

kets are well understood in theory and extensively documented empirically (see Bertola,

1999, for a survey and OECD, 1999, for recent evidence). The implications of job security

provision or employment-protection legislation [EPL] are easily characterized if workers� and

employers� behavior aims at maximizing the expected present discounted value of proÞt and

labor-income streams. In that standard framework, labor shedding is reduced by EPL for

given labor demand and wage dynamics. If at hiring times employers anticipate that fu-

ture Þring will be difficult or costly, however, more stringent EPL also tends to reduce new

hires. Hence, EPL should smooth adjustment dynamics, but aggregate employment and

unemployment should depend on average wages and average labor demand (Bentolila and

Bertola, 1990). From this perspective it is easy to interpret the weak empirical relationship

between the stringency of EPL and average employment performance, and similarly simple

insights explain much sharper associations of stringent EPL with long tenures among the

employed, long unemployment spells, and aggregate employment stability.

While standard models prove useful in interpreting the effects of EPL, they cannot ex-

plain why it should be introduced. From a general-equilibrium perspective, risk-neutral

behavior in the labor market relies on the existence of perfect and complete Þnancial mar-

kets, and job �security� can hardly be valued when perfect insurance is already available.

Further, if intertemporal state-contingent contracts were complete then mandatory redun-

dancy payments to dismissed workers could and should be offset by properly adjusting

wages and other contractual payments (Lazear, 1989). Since third-party payments cannot

be offset by contracts between employers and employees, EPL can have real effects under

risk neutrality when it entails notiÞcation and certiÞcation procedures rather than redun-

dancy payments to dismissed employees. Such �red tape� costs, however, can only reduce

the labor market�s economic efficiency; dead-weight losses also arise if EPL is modeled as

severance taxes paid to a central revenue pool redistributed to all individuals (Lucas and

Prescott, 1974; Hopenhayn and Rogerson, 1993). Since distortions alter the distribution of

economic surplus at the same time as they reduce its aggregate size, it is possible to specify

macroeconomic models where workers favor wasteful EPL (Bertola, 1994). In perfect and

complete Þnancial markets, however, any such redistribution should in principle be achieved

by lump-sum rather than distortionary instruments, and contracts should circumvent legal

restrictions whenever they entail deadweight losses.
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In summary, for models based on risk-neutral labor market behavior it is hard to explain

why EPL should have real effects in equilibria where wages are allowed to adjust. And since

the efficiency impact of EPL, if any, is negative, it is even harder for such models to explain

why EPL should ever be introduced in the Þrst place. Of course, contractual imperfections

may make it impossible for side agreements to undo the implications of EPL which, like

other labor market policies, can improve the welfare of at least a subset of the economy�s

agents in a second-best environment.

This paper focuses on the implications of EPL when idiosyncratic labor income shocks

are not insurable. As in Flemming (1978), Dixit and Rob (1995), Acemoglu and Shimer

(1999), Alvarez and Veracierto (1998) and other recent and less recent contributions, a

class of agents (�workers�) may not access Þnancial markets so as to smooth consumption

over time and across states of the world. Imperfect Þnancial-market access, while obviously

realistic, is not easily modelled, since markets can be imperfect and/or incomplete in many

different ways. A discussion of some related literature can be found below, but the model

considered here is kept very simple and aims at offering unambiguous analytic results of

some generality. In the special case where workers� marginal utility is constant, the model

illustrates the simple insights outlined above: EPL is neutral in steady state if it mandates

redundancy payments directly from employers to workers, and is welfare-decreasing if it

entails dead-weight losses. But if labor-income uncertainty is not diversiÞable, then EPL

can be desirable�depending on structural features of the market�s technology and ability

to insure labor-income risk�even when its administration is costly and part of redundancy

payments are wasted from the perspective of employer-employee relationships.

Section 2 introduces a stylized model of labor demand ßuctuations and its two subsec-

tions characterize dynamic labor demand and supply policies, in terms of the turnover and

mobility costs paid by employers and workers and of the wage rates applicable to high-

and low-productivity employment relationships. Section 3 constructs an equilibrium where

Þrms� and workers� wage-taking choices interact, and proceeds to study the long-run equilib-

rium implications of EPL in the resulting model of competitive but dynamically incomplete

markets. Section 4 discusses the model�s assumptions and results, outlining how the similar

insights would be applicable to other policy interventions in the same simple framework of

analysis and how it could be extended. The concluding Section 5 summarizes and com-

ments on how insights gained from the proposed �pure� theoretical perspective may help

evaluate less pure real-life implementations of EPL. An Appendix contains formal proofs of

the analytic results stated in the main text.
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2. Model setup

Consider a labor market where an indeÞnitely divisible labor force is employed at produc-

tion sites or �Þrms,� indexed by i, which form a continuum of given size.1 The marginal

productivity π(lit,α
i
t) of labor at Þrm i is a differentiable, strictly decreasing function of its

current employment lit, and also depends on an index of productivity and demand condi-

tions, denoted αit. For the interior optimality conditions derived below to be satisÞed in

equilibrium, it will be convenient to assume that

π(l,α) > 0, lim
l→0

π(l,α) = ∞, ∀α.

Exogenous, idiosyncratic labor demand shocks are represented by a simple process whereby

αit ßuctuates between two values, αg and αb, with symmetric transition probability p ≤ 1
2 .

Let

π(l,αg) > π(l,αb), ∀l > 0.

In what follows, Þrm i is dubbed �good� at time t if αit = αg (marginal productivity of its

employment is high), �bad� when αit = αb.

The equilibrium of interest is symmetric (all Þrms in the same productivity state pay

the same wage and have the same employment); stable over time (the fraction of Þrms

in each state is the ergodic one); based on wage-taking behavior by both employers and

employees; and assumed, on the basis of parametric restrictions, to feature positive turnover

and positive employment at �bad� Þrms.

Accordingly, let wg denote the wage paid by a Þrm whose labor demand is indexed by

αg, and let wb similarly denote the wage associated with αb. The two wage rates are treated

as parametrically given and constant over time when characterizing optimal decentralized

decisions, in this section. The next section explicilty characterized the market conÞguration

supported by wage-taking behavior, and veriÞes that in the long-run conÞguration of the

equilibrium of interest wages are indeed constant over time.

2.1. Firing costs and dynamic labor demand

To represent job security provisions, let a cost kf be imposed on employers for each unit of

labor dismissed upon a transition from αg to αb. This may represent payments to dismissed

1For simplicity, entry or exit of Þrms is ruled out. Bertola (1994) and Alvarez and Veracierto (1998)
study the implications of constrained labor mobility for Þrm creation and capital accumulation in dynamic
general equilibrium.
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workers or to a third party, or the shadow price of quantity constraints. These alternative

interpretations have different implications for the equilibrium analysis of the next section,

but are equivalent from the employers� point of view. To simplify notation, let no turnover

costs be paid when employment increases. The implications of hiring costs are qualitatively

similar to those of the Þring costs represented by kf , and identical under the assumption

(made below) that discount rates are negligibly small.

If labor turnover is costly for employers, dynamic labor demand must look forward to the

dynamic evolution of the marginal product and wage processes. Since idiosyncratic capital-

income risk may be diversiÞed in Þnancial markets by holding a portfolio of many Þrms�

shares, let employers aim at maximizing the risk-neutral expectation of the discounted cash

ßows. In an environment where wages, individual Þrms� employment levels, and productivity

all ßuctuate between two values, so does the expected present value of the difference between

labor�s marginal product and wage. Let Vg denote the marginal value of employment for

a good Þrm, Vb that for a bad one. These marginal asset values satisfy the recursive

relationships

Vg = π(lg,αg)−wg +
1

1 + ρ
[(1− p)Vg + pVb] ,

Vb = π(lb,αb)−wb +
1

1 + ρ
[pVg + (1− p)Vb] , (2.1)

where ρ ≥ 0 is the discount rate applied to the next period�s cash ßow.

Turnover is optimal if the marginal value of the marginal dismissed worker offsets the

Þring cost kf exactly, and that of the marginal worker hired equals zero (in the absence of

hiring costs). These Þrst-order conditions are sufficient if, as assumed, the marginal revenue

product of labor is decreasing in employment. Inserting Vb = −kf and Vg = 0 in (2.1) yields

π (lg,αg) = wg +
p

1 + ρ
kf ,

π (lb,αb) = wb − ρ+ p

1 + ρ
kf . (2.2)

A bad Þrm pays its employees more than their marginal product, because the expense of

Þring them is wasted if labor demand increases and new workers are hired. The wages paid

by good Þrms, conversely, are lower than marginal productivity: since dismissals occur in

the next period with probability p, a fraction p of the Þring cost kf is discounted to the

present and added to the marginal worker�s wage.

The conditions in (2.2) jointly determine lg and lb if, as assumed, the function π(·)
is continuous and strictly decreasing. Those conditions, however, identify an interesting
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interior equilibrium only if their solution is such that lg > lb > 0. This is ensured by simple

restrictions on the parameters of the economy�s technology: it might fail to be the case if

the frequency and intensity of labor demand ßuctuations are small relative to kf , to imply

that complete inaction (at a history-dependent employment level lg = lb) is optimal; or if

negative labor demand shocks make it optimal for �bad� Þrms to shut down temporarily.

Such parameter conÞgurations are not interesting for the purposes of this paper, because

the precise value of kf is irrelevant when a (non-unique) equilibrium is supported by strict-

inequality (corner) rather than indifference conditions in decentralized decisions. Hence,

the derivations that follow assume that parameters are such that lg > lb > 0 when (2.2) is

satisÞed.

2.2. Worker mobility

In reality, workers may or may not be insured against their employers� labor demand ßuc-

tuations. In the model, let each individual�s whole labor supply be allocated to the single

occupation, sector, or region represented by one of the �Þrms� introduced above, and let

his or her consumption equal current labor income. While perfect consumption smoothing

could be achieved at an abstract market-clearing stage if complete Þnancial markets existed,

here the focus is on the opposite extreme and perhaps no more unrealistic case where it is

simply impossible for workers to transfer resources across periods and states of nature.

As in the analysis of employers� optimal labor demand, let wage rates be taken as given

by workers, and let them depend only on the current state of each Þrm�s labor demand. If

u(·) is a worker�s increasing and at least weakly concave period-utility function, and good
Þrms pay wage wg, their employees� utility ßow is u(wg). In the absence of Þnancial assets,

the only intertemporal choice by workers entails job-to-job movements. Let Ug and Ub
denote the expected present discounted ßow of utility for workers employed by currently

good and bad Þrms respectively. Then,

Ug = u(wg) +
1

1 + ρ
[(1− p)Ug + pUb] , (2.3)

since the current employer may (with probability p) experience a negative labor demand

shock in the next period.

Employment at a bad Þrm entitles workers to wage wb, and period utility u(wb). Let it

be possible for workers to move immediately to a good job at cost kw. This choice yields

utility u(wg − kw) and, if p < 1
2 , affects the outlook for the next period. Hence, the value
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of Þnding oneself in a bad job does need to account for the possibility of moving out of it:

Ub = max

½
u(wb) +

1

1 + ρ
[pUg + (1− p)Ub] ,

u(wg − kw) +
1

1 + ρ
[(1− p)Ug + pUb]

¾
. (2.4)

Since all workers are identical, mobility must be a matter of indifference for employees of bad

Þrms in the internal equilibrium of interest, where lg > lb > 0, i.e. some labor is employed

by bad Þrms and turnover does occur upon labor demand transitions. This implies that the

two terms in curly brackets on the right-hand side of (2.4) are equal, and Ug and Ub can be

solved out as of the resulting linear system to obtain

Ug =
1 + ρ

ρ

u(wg)(p+ ρ) + u(wb)p

2p+ ρ
, Ub =

1 + ρ

ρ

u(wg)p+ u(wb)(p+ ρ)

2p+ ρ
. (2.5)

The mobility cost kw does not affect workers� welfare directly as long as holding a bad

job or moving to a good one is a matter of indifference for them, but will of course have

implications for the conÞguration of wages in the equilibrium analysis below.

Using the expressions in (2.5) when imposing indifference in (2.4), the wage rates wg
and wb are consistent with voluntary worker mobility if :

u(wg) = u(wb) +
2p+ ρ

1 + ρ
(u(wg)− u(wg − kw)) . (2.6)

When u(·) is linear, this expression simpliÞes to

wg = wb +
2p+ ρ

1 + ρ
kw, (2.7)

or to the no-arbitrage condition enforced by maximization of workers� human capital in a

Þnancial market where assets yield a rate of return ρ. Not surprisingly, lack of Þnancial

market access is inconsequential when utility is linear, as there is no reason to either borrow

or lend at a rate of interest which, as must be the case in equilibrium, coincides with the

rate of time preference. This condition is most easily interpreted in the special cases where

p = 0 or p = 1
2 . If wages are permanently different, then (2.7) with p = 0 requires that

wg −wb = ρkw/(1 + ρ), the annuity value of the worker�s mobility investment. If wages are

independently and identically distributed over time instead, then (2.7) with p = 1
2 implies

wg − wb = kw: the mobility investment kw should be amortized by the Þrst period�s labor

income, since the outlook for subsequent periods is not affected by moving to a good job.

When u(·) is strictly concave, (2.6) is equivalent to (2.7) only if p = 1
2 , i.e., the process

driving wages is not serially correlated. In that case, wg = wb + kw, consumption is stable
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upon mobility, and the worker�s attitude towards risk and intertemporal substitution is ir-

relevant. In the more interesting and realistic case where labor demand states are persistent,

it is possible to show:

Result 1: If p < 1
2 and kw > 0, then

[a] wg− kw < wb < wg for any increasing u(·), hence u0(wg) < u0(wb) < u0(wg−kw) if u(·)
is strictly concave;

[b] the wage differential which satisÞes (2.6) for given kw and ρ is larger when the utility

function u(·) is more strongly concave in the Arrow-Pratt sense.

Intuitively, when p < 1
2 mobility is motivated not only by current wage differentials, but

also by the better future outlook afforded by employment at a Þrm that is and is likely to

remain good. The proof of Result 1[a], in the Appendix, establishes that consumption is in-

deed lowest for workers who are undertaking a mobility investment. If utility is concave, low

consumption is associated with high marginal utility, and the strength of this relationship

may be taken to represent the extent of Þnancial market imperfections in this simple model.

Since more steeply declining marginal utility functions associate larger losses with earning

(and consuming) even less than the low wage wb, and smaller welfare gains with consuming

wg rather than wb in the future, larger wage differentials are needed to induce more strongly

risk averse (or more imperfectly insured) workers to trade current consumption off a more

favorable (but uncertain) future wage and consumption stream.

3. Equilibrium

The workers� and employers� dynamic optimality conditions may now be combined to obtain

a characterization of the labor market�s equilibrium. Uncertainty is purely idiosyncratic in

the model: this implies that productivity-transition events are potentially insurable within

the market considered and, together with the large-numbers assumption represented by

enumerating Þrms by a continuous variable, that aggregate dynamics are deterministic. In

every period, a fraction p of previously bad Þrms experiences a positive productivity shock,

while an equal fraction of the previously good Þrms becomes bad. In steady state, half of

the Þxed measure of existing Þrms are good, the other half are bad.

The wage-taking behavior characterized in Section 2 can be interpreted along the lines

of the classic Lucas and Prescott (1974) parable. Namely, the model�s �Þrms� may be local
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labor markets (�islands�) subject to idiosyncratic productivity shocks, where workers and

employers participate in auctioneered competitive markets. Decreasing returns to labor

make it possible to characterize non-degenerate allocations of the given labor force across

Þrms. On the basis of rational expectations as to the resulting market-clearing island-

speciÞc wage rates, workers and employers take costly mobility and turnover decisions.

While obviously stylized, this modeling approach captures important aspects of a reality

where reallocating otherwise homogeneous labor across different industries, geographical

locations, or occupations is costly.

In what follows, an exogenous parameter k denotes the technological cost (in units of the

model�s numeraire good) entailed by moving a unit of labor across Þrms. An auctioneered

Þnancial market might in principle also trade state-contingent securities and ensure that

forward-looking decisions are taken on the basis of risk-neutral expectations. Assuming away

this possibility, the model can characterize the implications of missing Þnancial markets in

an otherwise standard model of wage-taking competitive equilibrium.

Section 4 below discusses the simplifying assumptions made above of wage-taking be-

havior and instantaneous mobility, as well as possible rationales for lack of Þnancial-market

access in the face of labor-market shocks. Here, it may suffice to note that the model�s

assumptions make it possible to characterize the equilibrium easily. Let P denote the frac-

tion of total employment accounted for by good Þrms, and normalize the total measure of

workers to unity and that of Þrms to twice unity. Then, the employment level of a good

Þrm is lg = P , and that of a bad Þrm is lb = 1−P . The behavioral equations derived above
are valid as long as

[0 < lb < lg] ⇔ [1/2 < P < 1]

and can be combined to obtain a single equation in P , which characterizes an interior

equilibrium with positive labor turnover and positive low-wage employment as long as the

parameters are such that its solution satisÞes these inequalities.

By the employers� optimality condition (2.2), wages can be written

wg = π (P,αg)− p

1 + ρ
kf , wb = π (1− P,αb) +

ρ+ p

1 + ρ
kf (3.1)

in terms of P and of the Þring cost parameter kf . In steady state, P is constant over time

and so, as assumed above, are wages paid by good and bad Þrms. The analysis can be

further streamlined by assuming that the discount rate is negligible. All results below on
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productive efficiency could be derived for ρ ≥ 0 at the cost of some analytical complexity,

but welfare evaluation would be considerably more involved.

Inserting the expressions in (3.1) in the condition (2.6) for workers� indifference to mo-

bility when employed by a bad Þrms, and setting ρ = 0, yields the equation

u(π (P,αg)− pkf )(1− 2p) = u(π (1− P,αb) + pkf )− 2p [u(π (P,αg)− pkf − kw)] , (3.2)

for the long-run interior equilibrium allocation P > 1
2 such that workers are individually

indifferent to costly mobility and employers take hiring and Þring decisions on the basis of

the private mobility and turnover costs kw and kf .

3.1. Productive efficiency

In the long-run conÞguration of interest, a fraction P of workers are employed by good

Þrms, p of which reduce their employment from P to 1−P in every period at the same time
as an identical measure of Þrms experiences the opposite transition. Thus, total turnover

and mobility costs paid by the market�s employers and workers amount to

(kw + kf )p (P − (1− P )) = (kw + kf )p (2P − 1) .

The market�s steady-state production ßow can be computed as the integral of Þrms� marginal

productivity. Subtracting the cost of ongoing reallocation from the resulting expression

yields a measure of the labor market�s productive efficiency,

Y ≡
Z 1−P

0
π (x,αb)dx+

Z P

0
π (x,αg)dx− (kw + kf )p (2P − 1) . (3.3)

Since π (x,αb) is differentiable and decreasing in x, the Þrst order condition is necessary

and sufficient for maximization of (3.3) with respect to P , and reads

π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb) = (kw + kf ) 2p. (3.4)

It is then possible to show:

Result 2: If kw + kf = k (private mobility and turnover costs cover the technological cost

of labor reallocation), then market allocation maximizes production

[a] if p = 1
2 (labor demand is serially uncorrelated), or
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[b] if u00(·) = 0 (workers are perfectly insured), or

[c] if kw = 0 (employers pay all mobility costs);

[d] if none of the conditions in [a,b,c] are satisÞed, then

π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− (kw + kf )2p > 0

and production is not maximized.

Intuitively, ongoing labor reallocation fails to maximize the aggregate net production

ßow when persistent productivity shocks call uninsured workers to take forward-looking mo-

bility decisions. Since workers Þnance mobility when their labor income and consumption

are relatively low, they attach a higher weight to current resources than would be appro-

priate from a social planner�s point of view. Hence, from that perspective labor turnover

is not intense enough, and employment at good Þrms is too low. Conversely, when all de-

cisions spanning multiple periods and states of the world are taken by risk-neutral agents,

then market reactions to idiosyncratic shocks maximize the aggregate net production ßow.

The equilibrium is also consumption efficient when the equilibrium achieves production ef-

Þciency because workers are either perfectly insured (by risk-neutral employers, or by net

labor income equalization), or indifferent to consumption ßuctuations.

3.2. Employment protection and labor allocation

In reality, EPL mandates redundancy payments upon job termination and/or imposes ad-

ministrative burdens on employers. To represent such provisions in the framework outlined

above, suppose market arrangements would burden workers with all of the technological

mobility costs represented by k in the model (possible reasons for this state of affairs are

discussed in Section 5 below). Then, consider the implications of policies which increase kf
above zero and kw below k (but not below zero) under the constraint

kw = k − λkf . (3.5)

In words, a portion λ ∈ [0, 1] of the Þring cost kf imposed on employers offsets mobility costs,

and represents redundancy payments to workers. From the point of view of each employer-

employee pair, the remaining portion (1− λ) of Þrms� Þring costs is wasted, and represents

realistic EPL features that impose administrative burdens or third-party payments rather

than direct redundancy payments to dismissed employees.
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In long-run labor market equilibria where (3.2) holds, labor allocation (as represented

by P ) adjusts fully to such provisions, as do wages, which in turn depend on P and kf by

(3.1). As a function of kf , with kw = k − λkf , the market�s net production ßow may be
written

Y (kf ) ≡
Z 1−P

0
π (x,αb) dx+

Z P

0
π (x,αg) dx− (k + (1− λ)kf )p (2P − 1) , (3.6)

where it is understood that P is such that (3.2) is satisÞed. Differentiating (3.6),

dY

dkf
= [π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− (k + (1− λ)kf )2p]

dP

dkf
− (1− λ)p (2P − 1) , (3.7)

and using (3.2) to characterize the impact of EPL on equilibrium labor allocation one can

show:

Result 3: If u(·) is linear, then kf > 0 in (3.5)

[a] has no effects if λ = 1,

[b] decreases productive efficiency if λ < 1.

If all Þring costs represent redundancy payments to risk-neutral (perfectly insured) work-

ers, they are completely irrelevant. As wages endogenously adjust to offset the implications

of redundancy payments on the basis of risk neutral expectations, only the sum total of

mobility costs, not their incidence on workers or employers, has real effects. And if EPL

entails dead-weight losses from the point of view of employers and redundant workers (as

it often does in reality), then Þring costs reduce efficiency. While wasteful EPL may affect

the distribution of output across risk-neutral workers and employers (see Bertola, 1994, and

Result 5 below), such effects are small and of ambiguous sign. From a risk-neutral long-run

perspective, it is quite hard to understand why job security provisions exist.

If instead workers are imperfectly insured, then EPL as modeled does have potentially

beneÞcial implications:

Result 4: If u(·) is concave and p < 1
2 , then

[a] kf > 0 in (3.5) increases productive efficiency if λ = 1, as long as kf ≤ k;

[b] kf > 0 in (3.5) certainly decreases production when λ = 0;
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[c] for 0 < λ < 1, kf > 0 in (3.5) may or may not increase production, depending on the

degree of concavity of the utility function and on the speciÞcation of labor demand.

Since laissez faire labor allocation is inefficient when uninsured workers take forward-

looking decisions, policy interventions can increase the market�s production ßow. Even when

at the level of microeconomic employment relationships EPL entails deadweight costs, rep-

resented by λ < 1 in the simple speciÞcation (3.5), it may still be at least second-best

to the (by assumption, non-existent) private means of addressing the relevant inefficiency.

This is certainly the case if job security provisions simply mandate redundancy payment

and directly address the private Þnancial market�s inefficiency; can never be the case if

employers� Þring costs are completely wasted; and may or may not be the case, depending

on the severity of the uninsurability problem and on the parameterization of the production

technology, if severance payments are partly wasted from the point of view of employment

relationships. As discussed in more detail below, such apparent waste may offset the mon-

itoring and enforcement costs of administering collective redundancy arrangements meant

to address the informational and contractual problems that prevent workers from obtaining

appropriate insurance in private Þnancial markets.

3.3. Distributional issues

The results above establish that shifting labor reallocation costs from workers to employ-

ers when the latter have better access to Þnancial markets can improve consumption and

production efficiency, and that this can be the case even when mandated EPL entails dead-

weight costs at the level of microeconomic employment relationships. If this mechanism were

realistic and well understood by all economic agents, properly conÞgured EPL should be

unanimously favored at the collective-choice level. In reality, however, employers are far less

enthusiastic supporters of EPL than workers� representatives. In the simple undiscounted

long-run context of this paper, some of the relevant distributional issues can be studied

recognizing that�in the absence of complete markets�preferences are not represented by

those of an agent interested in maximizing aggregated production.

In the model outlined above, in fact, risk-averse workers do not partake of the market�s

aggregate production. Rather, the objective of their maximizing behavior in equation (2.3)

and (2.4) is the expected value of individual-speciÞc utility ßows from labor income only.

Section 4 below discusses how the model and results could be extended to allow for the

possibility that some, or all, workers might earn shares of the economy�s non-wage income
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ßow. Here, it will be useful to focus on the impact of EPL on the welfare afforded to

workers who disregard the portion of the production ßow that does not accrue to them in

the form of wages and redundancy payments and accrues instead to a different group of (by

assumption, perfectly insured) economic agents. The assumption, which underlies standard

models of union behavior in the face of downward-sloping labor demand schedules, makes it

straightforward to evaluate welfare on the basis of the simple algebra above. Letting ρ→ 0

in (2.5), where workers� consumption ßows coincide with net labor income, worker welfare

measured on a ßow-equivalent basis becomes independent of the wage paid by the current

job:

lim
ρ→0

µ
ρ

1 + ρ
Ug

¶
= lim
ρ→0

µ
ρ

1 + ρ
Ub

¶
=
u(wg) + u(wb)

2
≡ 2ū. (3.8)

The effect of EPL as modeled above on this long-run measure of worker welfare is

distinctly different from its implications for productive efficiency:

Result 5: If u(·) is strictly concave, labor�s marginal productivity has constant slope as a
function of employment, and p < 1

2 , then kf > 0 in (3.5) increases workers� welfare as long

as λ > 0, regardless of whether it improves productive efficiency.

The proof in the Appendix establishes that workers intuitively gain from better labor

allocation (a larger P ), and agree in this respect with a hypothetical social planner interested

in maximizing productive efficiency. The welfare of workers, however, also increases when a

larger P is obtained by costly EPL conÞgurations (a small λ), and even when P decreases

as long as the direct insurance effect of EPL�which brings the two consumption ßow

realizations closer to each other�is not more than offset by lower average consumption. In

the proof of the result, the condition that labor demand have constant slope with respect

to employment ensures that workers� average consumption cannot decrease as increasingly

costly turnover worsens productive efficiency. In the absence of discounting effects, in fact,

the total wage bill of a given labor force does not depend on employment patterns if labor

demand is linear, and less intense turnover can only increase consumption of workers who

bear some of its costs. For more general labor demand speciÞcations, the distributional

effect of Þring costs is not zero even under risk neutrality, but its sign is ambiguous and

depends on features of high-order derivatives of the production function which, unlike their

utility counterparts, have no obvious interpretation (and are discussed in some detail in

Bertola, 1992, and other references in Bertola 1999a).
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4. Discussion

The model of this paper introduces a single imperfection�a missing Þnancial market�in an

otherwise standard model of wage-taking competitive equilibrium similar to those studied

by Lucas and Prescott (1974), Topel (1986), and others. The model relies on a number of

simplifying assumptions to obtain crisp analytical results, and both assumptions and results

deserve to be discussed here.

In the model, redundancy payments not only reduce consumption ßuctuations for those

members of society that are uninsured but may also improve productive efficiency, by redi-

recting aggregate resources towards individuals whose consumption ßow is �unfairly� bur-

dened by labor reallocation cost and encouraging forward-looking mobility investments by

workers who value current resources more than a representative individual would. This pa-

per focuses on the effects and possible rationales of EPL in an incomplete-markets setting,

but the insight is of course applicable to other policy interventions in similar second-best

situations. It may help intuition and ease discussion to consider brießy how taxes and

subsidies may play a similar role in the same setting.

Unemployment insurance [UI] schemes have been extensively studied in both partial and

general equilibrium imperfect-market settings, and �active� labor market policies [ALMP]

which offer training and job-search assistance to displaced workers and job subsidies to

low-earners have also received extensive scrutiny (see Karni, 1999, and Heckman, Lalonde,

and Smith, 1999 for recent surveys of theoretical and empirical work). The stylized model

studied here, where worker mobility is costly but instantaneous, does not explicitly account

for unemployment but UI and ALMP schemes meant to insure workers against income loss

and/or to ease job Þnding may be qualitatively represented by a simple policy package:

Result 6: Consider a policy that imposes a payroll tax τ on all employment relationships

at good Þrms, pays a subsidy of the same absolute size to all workers employed by bad

Þrms, and uses a portion λ of remaining revenues to pay a subsidy σ to all workers who are

changing jobs, while leaving employers free of all turnover costs. Such a policy:

[a] if λ = 1, achieves production efficiency and full insurance with τ = pk, σ = k;

[b] can improve productivity efficiency and afford a Pareto improvement over laissez faire,

even if λ < 1, if workers are risk averse;

[c] increases workers� welfare as long as λ > 0 if the slope of labor demand as a function of

employment is constant.
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The proof, in the Appendix, simply veriÞes that this policy is equivalent to a speciÞc

form of EPL as modeled above, and invokes previous results. Quite intuitively, progres-

sive taxation can smooth income and consumption, offsetting the implications of missing

insurance markets, and mobility subsidies can address the efficiency implications of unin-

sured workers� reluctance to undertake forward-looking investment decisions. If the policy

can be implemented costlessly (λ = 1) then the market can achieve the Þrst-best equi-

librium, where the production ßow is maximized and consumption is allocated efficiently

across individuals.2 A little less obviously, efficiency gains can also be obtained if policy

implementation is costly (λ < 1). Since wages adjust endogenously to institutions in all

equilibria, the incidence of taxation on workers or employers is immaterial, but even in this

simple model optimal policy packages are difficult to characterize precisely: when λ < 1,

policies may or may not improve all welfare measures, depending on the shape of utility and

production functions and on the speciÞcation of the process driving labor demand shocks,

and Pareto-improving taxes would not in general be symmetric, as assumed in the Proposi-

tion. More complex and realistic models with explicit treatment of unemployment, search,

and information aspects would bring many other aspects of real-life labor markets to bear

on policy design. Part [c] of the result, however, establishes that workers� insurance gains

do lead them to prefer even very wasteful arrangements of this type to a laissez faire that

burdens them (and not society) with mobility costs.

The highly stylized model discussed here could of course be extended in many directions,

and numerical experiments can offer valuable insights into the role of EPL and other labor

market policies in complex economies where labor income is uninsurable (see Alvarez and

Veracierto, 1998). It is useful at this point to review how each of the assumptions made here

bears on the tractability and substance of this paper�s analysis and results, and to discuss

whether and how its qualitative message may survive in more realistic formalizations.

Wage-taking behavior highlights the implications of imperfect insurance, by introducing

it as the only distortion in an otherwise fully standard Lucas-Prescott model. The local

labor market interpretation may be rationalized from Þrst principle if each of the model�s

Þrms corresponds to a market segment within which mobility costs are nil, and several

independently managed legal entities engage in Bertrand wage competition, or bid for work

in an auctioneered local market (Alvarez and Veracierto, 1998, employ a related modeling

2The insight that better insurance can improve equilibrium productive efficiency when individuals are
called to make choices under uncertainty is emphasized by Acemoglu and Shimer (1999) in the context
of a wage-posting model with directed search, where the market responds to demand for risk-sharing by
inefficiently increasing the number of posted vacancies and decreasing the wages offered.
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device to avoid bargaining issues). It could be interesting to let mobility and search costs

lock workers and employers in bilateral monopolies where wages are bargained rather than

taken as given. Fella (1999) shows that redundancy payments are irrelevant, and separation

taxes should never be paid, as long as risk-neutral employers and employees may bargain side

payments so as to offset any privately undesirable implications of EPL. This paper�s simple

insights into the implications of dynamic market incompleteness should remain qualitatively

valid in a more complex bargaining environment: uninsured workers would not be as easily

paid off by employers, and mandatory redundancy payments (or dead-weight administrative

procedures) would have real effects in the presence of Þnancial market imperfections.

Bilateral bargaining is typically modelled in settings where unemployment is explicitly

accounted for (Mortensen and Pissarides, 1999). Time spent in unemployment or retrain-

ing does contribute importantly to real-life labor reallocation costs, but abstracting from

unemployment conveniently lets the labor market�s steady-state allocation be indexed by a

single parameter (the proportion P of the labor force that is employed by relatively more

productive Þrms). Modeling the costs of mobility as endogenous and possibly random would

in principle make it possible to ßesh out details of how severance pay and other mobility

subsidies may be implemented. Flemming (1978) and Alvarez and Veracierto (1998) allow

for variable search intensity by unemployed workers: then, unemployment subsidies (but

not severance payments directly) can affect the efficiency of labor allocation. However,

the details of the process through which jobless workers Þnd available jobs and wages are

bargained (or posted, as in e.g. Acemoglu and Shimer, 1999) have conceptually distinct

implications for the desirability of policy interventions. Here, modeling mobility costs as a

Þxed amount makes it possible to abstract from such considerations, or to subsume them

in the parameter (λ) which indexes the intrinsic efficiency of policy interventions.

SimpliÞcation is also afforded by the assumption that labor demand follows a two-state

process, with symmetric transition probabilities. Needless to say, workers and Þrms are more

heterogeneous than this simple model makes them. Since all downsizing Þrms are identical

in this paper, EPL is indexed by a single parameter and the simple model can highlight

clearly and intuitively the character of the relevant misallocations and welfare effects. In

more general and realistic models, Þrms� current circumstances and future outlook could

be highly heterogeneous, workers� mobility costs could also be idiosyncratically different,

and one should consider whether and how redundancy compensation and other forms of

mobility-oriented subsidies should depend on either or both aspect of heterogeneity. Such

issues do appear to be relevant in reality, and the concluding section below brießy comments
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on whether and how further work might be able to obtain additional insights from explicit

modeling efforts.

The analytic expressions and derivations above are also simpliÞed by the assumption that

behavior is well approximated by an undiscounted objective function. The algebra would

become only moderately more complex if this was relaxed, but the analysis of welfare im-

plications would be conceptually more involved. In a discounted framework of analysis, one

would need to take into account the fact that forward-looking welfare evaluation is different,

and differently inßuenced by institutions, for holders of the model�s high-wage and low-wage

jobs. Further, and more importantly, a perspective on institutional implications that is not

as timeless as that proposed here would need to consider welfare implications along the

transition to a new steady state. It would be interesting to discuss how improvements in

Þnancial market access and private contractual arrangements may make EPL provisions

obsolete, but any such analysis should take into account the fact that the impact of reforms

is quite different from that of permanent arrangements. Currently employed workers, for

example, can have obvious incentives to lobby for unexpectedly stringent EPL if they disre-

gard the negative implications for further job creation. Such considerations, while certainly

important, are quite difficult to model in tight and general fashion. Since reforms are con-

sidered and possibly enacted much less frequently than labor demand shocks in reality, the

simple model�s long-run perspective on the impact of institutions chosen under a veil of

ignorance may offer useful qualitative insights.

Distributional implications are obviously important in an incomplete market setting.

The paper characterizes some such implications under the assumption that (uninsured)

workers derive utility only from labor-income flows, and disregard the portion of production

that accrues to their employers (who have access to perfect insurance, and are members

of a completely separate �class� of individuals). This stylized framework captures some

elements of a much more complex reality, since organizations and political parties do exist

that represent workers� interests. An opposite extreme assumption would let each worker

earn an equal proportion of the market�s proÞt ßow in addition to labor income. Since only

average wages bear on an undiscounted welfare objective, the model would then feature a

representative individual, and no distributional conßicts. More realistically, ownership of

assets entitling owners to the market�s dividend ßow could be unevenly distributed across

the economy�s individuals: even in the absence of formal insurance contracts, workers should

be allowed to save on a non-contingent basis and obtain some self-insurance from asset de-

cumulation. As in Flemming (1978) and Acemoglu and Shimer (1999), wealth heterogeneity
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does not alter labor market behavior if preferences display constant absolute risk aversion.

In equilibrium, however, the welfare of more or less wealthy individuals would be differ-

ently affected by institutional features that redistribute resources from Þrms to workers. If

self-insuring workers have decreasing absolute risk aversion, conversely, the implications of

imperfect insurance for labor allocation are muffled by the fact that those among workers

who are richer and more nearly risk-neutral at any given point in time are more readily in-

clined to arbitrage away mobility opportunities (Bertola, 1999b), to imply that risk-neutral

behavior in the labor market can satisfactorily characterise the aggregate implications of

EPL and other institutions. To understand why such institutions exist at all, however,

the distributional issues addressed here should be taken into account. A proper analy-

sis of politico-economic interactions in a dynamic framework of analysis would need to be

framed in terms of reform incentives, however, and would be much more complex than the

steady-state undiscounted analysis proposed here.

5. Summary and further issues

This paper characterizes the effects of employment-protection legislation as usually modeled

in labor market studies, and does so in a setting where their implications are not obviously

negative. If workers� behavior is taken to reßect risk-neutral optimization, the analysis

conÞrms previous results: mandatory severance pay is irrelevant, and any provisions that

entail net losses from the perspective of employer-employee pairs reduce production and

welfare. The model remains analytically tractable when workers cannot access Þnancial

markets. Labor reallocation is not as intense as it should be to maximize production, since

individuals whose marginal utility is relatively high are called to bear its costs, and welfare

and production maximization are no longer equivalent. The severance-pay component of

EPL not only increases welfare of uninsured workers but, even when it entails deadweight

losses at the individual level, can be in the collective interest of perfectly insured agents

(employers, in the model) whose welfare depends on aggregate production ßows.

The discussion above has recognized that a variety of other policies can have similar

effects and argued that these insights appear qualitatively robust to relaxation of many

of the assumptions that allow the paper to obtain simple analytical results. The tradeoff

outlined in the paper depends crucially on labor income uninsurability (indexed in the

model by the degree of concavity of workers� utility) and on non-severance Þring costs,

whose nature deserves to be discussed in the context of the results� applicability to real-life
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EPL implementation.

Empirically, wage and consumption inequality are strictly related to each other (see,

e.g., Cutler and Katz, 1992; Attanasio and Davis, 1994; Blundell and Preston, 1998), and

not surprisingly so in light of the simple structure of most employment contracts and of

limited Þnancial market participation by most families. To support a Þrst-best allocation

in the class of �local labor market� models considered here, labor contracts should be

made contingent on all possible sequences of idiosyncratic state transitions or, equivalently,

workers should receive mobility-contingent payments as well as state-contingent wage ßows.

Such intertemporal labor contracts could deliver perfect insurance and production efficiency,

and make EPL redundant. They would, however, need to be enforced on the basis of explicit

contractual clauses. If employees can resign at will, and potential employers compete for

labor supplied in each local auctioneered labor market, then each employer has no incentive

to Þnance the mobility costs of newly hired workers, because competitors could free-ride on

this investment by offering marginally higher wages. Simmetrically, no market mechanism

induces a downsizing Þrm to Þnance spontaneously its departing employees� mobility costs

if, as in the model studied above, all existing employees compete for continued employment,

and bid down the wage in the process of doing so.

Contracts that prevent workers from resigning when employers have paid their moving

costs and/or force employers to pay redundancy payments upon dismissal, do not appear

to be available in a reality where, as in this paper�s model, laissez faire market interactions

burden workers with mobility costs without offering appropriate insurance. Of course, con-

tractual incompleteness depends in turn on deeper features of economic interactions: not

only transaction and enforcement costs, but also asymmetric information on the realization

of the relevant contingencies can prevent contracts from delivering full insurance. To model

such issues explicitly, one would need to allow for more than one source of uncertainty. In

reality, labor turnover is driven not only by much more complex labor demand processes

than the simple two-state Markov chain studied here, but also by individual workers� char-

acteristics and behavior. Severance payments can have the desirable implications discussed

above if they are conditional on labor demand realizations, as in the model. Employment

protection, however, cannot increase efficiency if the reason why private contracts do not

protect workers against dismissal is that such protection would reduce incentives for them

to exert unobservable effort, and mandated redundancy pay has similar implications. To

improve on laissez faire outcomes, policy interventions should try and remedy informational

problems.
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In principle, EPL and labor law in general are indeed meant to address informational

problems and ascertain whether dismissals are �fair.� No country�s legislation prevents

employers from Þring incompetent or lazy workers, but countries where EPL is stringent

do require them to prove�through regrettably costly court procedures�that termination

is justiÞed.3 It would also be simplistic to view the costly administrative authorization

procedures often entailed by collective dismissals as a simple dead-weight tax on resolution

of redundant employment relationships. Administrative review of collective redundancies is

generally aimed at ascertaining that employers have properly considered ways to perform

internal adjustment, and encouraging them to compensate workers for the �social� costs of

redundancies�costs that Þnancial markets may fail to properly internalize to Þrms� dynamic

proÞt maximization problems. It would be quite naive to expect government interventions

to provide costlessly the same insurance that markets Þnd it impossible to provide. It might

be equally naive, however, to presume that properly designed policies cannot go some way

towards resolving the relevant imperfections. The simple model of this paper characterizes

situations where EPL draws its effectiveness from the imperfections that prevent enforce-

ment of intertemporal contingent contracts, and can be welfare-improving if the cost of

addressing such imperfections are moderate. Employment protection legislation is one of

many institutional interventions which may in principle address contractual imperfections.

Official registration and enforcement of private contractual arrangements is of course an-

other obvious (and not costless) collective instrument, and very similar issues arise when

considering public or private unemployment insurance schemes. Whether such policy costs

are more important for EPL or UI or other labor market institutions depends on details of

the underlying information problems, and of their implementation. The moral hazard effect

of UI, for example, can be reduced by more stringent monitoring of unemployed search

behavior, but such monitoring is costly.

In practice, of course, public regulation may be as difficult to enforce as private in-

tertemporal contracts. In the model, mandatory redundancy payments are unambiguously

welfare improving only if they increase labor mobility. In countries with more stringent

EPL provisions, job turnover is no lower than in more ßexible labor markets and wages are

less dispersed (Bertola and Rogerson, 1996). This is indeed what is implied by larger redun-
3 In unregulated markets, many labor contracts do provide at least skilled workers with severance pay.

Their enforcement, however, is quite far from perfect. A software company has reportedly dealt with recent
business declines by Þring an undisclosed but apparently large numbers of employees for poor performance,
rather than declaring them redundant (�Laid Off or Fired? Workers Accuse Tech Firm of Avoiding Severance
Pay,� The Herald Tribune, March 21 2001). Such behavior is obviously difficult for courts to detect and
sanction, especially at the level of individual worker-employee pairs.
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dancy payments and Þring costs in the model. Worker ßows in and out of unemployment

are much smaller when EPL is stringent, however. Other features of a complex reality could

rationalize this, since stringent EPL is typically associated with binding centrally negotiated

wage ßoors, which also reduce workers� mobility incentives, and with a high incidence of

long-term unemployment which, to the extent that the likelihood of prolonged employment

increases workers� mobility costs, undermines the mobility-enhancing role of redundancy

payments. But EPL as actually implemented may well be quite distant from the �pure�

form envisaged by the abstract analysis of this paper. It can make redundant workers�

income maintenance contingent on remaining attached to the Þrm of origin, and Þnances it

by drawing on a central pool of funds rather than mandating payments by employers (as

in the case of Italy�s Cassa integrazione guadagni). Such policies can only reduce mobility,

and may be more readily rationalized as an attempt to reduce ex post competitive pressure

on workers currently employed by hiring Þrms rather than to complete Þnancial markets. A

formal analysis of such politico-economic tensions and of the reasons underlying imperfect

uninsurability would need to address difficult issues beyond the scope of this paper. The

perspective and insights offered by the simple model, however, can still be useful when

trying to interpret the results of more complex numerical models, and real-life interactions.
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Appendix

Proof of Result 1:
[a] By condition (2.6),

u(wg)− u(wb) =
2p+ ρ

1 + ρ
(u(wg)− u(wg − kw)) .

Since u(·) is increasing, the right-hand side is positive for any kw > 0, and from u(wg) >

u(wb) it follows that wg > wb. if If p < 1
2 then (2p+ ρ)/(1 + ρ) < 1 for any ρ ≥ 0. Hence,

u(wg)− u(wb) < u(wg)− u(wg − kw).

It follows that u(wb) > u(wg − kw) and, for any increasing u(·), wb > wg − kw.
[b] Condition (2.6) can be written

ξ(wg − kw, wb, wg)
1 + ξ(wg − kw, wb, wg) =

2p+ ρ

1 + ρ
(A.1)

where

ξ(wg − kw, wb, wg) ≡ u(wg)− u(wb)

u(wb)− u(wg − kw)
.

Since wg − kw < wb < wg, by Theorem 1 in Pratt (1964) ξ(wg − kw, wb, wg) is smaller when
u(·) displays a larger degree of Arrow-Pratt (absolute) risk aversion r(x) = −u00(x)/u0(x)

for all x ∈ [wg − kw, wg]. Further, ξ(·) is increasing in wg and decreasing in wb:
d

dwg

µ
u(wg)− u(wb)

u(wb)− u(wg − kw)

¶
=
u0(wg) (u(wb)− u(wg − kw)) + (u(wg)− u(wb))u

0(wg − kw)

(u(wb)− u(wg − kw))2 > 0,

d

dwb

µ
u(wg)− u(wb)

u(wb)− u(wg − kw)

¶
=
−u0(wb) (u(wb)− u(wg − kw))− (u(wg)− u(wb))u

0(wb)
(u(wb)− u(wg − kw))2 < 0,

where the inequalities follow from u0(·) > 0 and from wb > wg − kw, wg > wb by part [a] of
Result 1. Thus, stronger risk aversion must be associated with a higher wg and/or a lower
wb to keep (A.1) satisÞed.

Proof of Result 2:
[a] If p = 1

2 , the market equilibrium condition (3.2) reads

u(π (1− P,αb) +
1

2
kf ) = u(π (P,αg)− 1

2
kf − kw).
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For any increasing u(·) it follows that π (1− P,αb) + 1
2kf = π (P,αg)− 1

2kf −kw. This, and
kf + kw = k, imply (3.4).
[b] If u(·) is linear then (3.2) reads

(π (P,αg)− pkf )(1− 2p) = π (1− P,αb) + pkf − 2p [π (P,αg)− pkf − kw] ,

and simpliÞes to π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb) = 2p (kw + kf ), which is again equivalent to (3.4)
if kf + kw = k.
[c] If kw = 0, then (3.2) reads

u(π (P,αg)− pkf )(1− 2p) = u(π (1− P,αb) + pkf )− 2p [u(π (P,αg)− pkf )]

and simpliÞes to

u(π (P,αg)− pkf ) = u(π (1− P,αb) + pkf ),

to imply π (P,αg)−pkf = π (1− P,αb)+pkf for any increasing u(·). Condition (3.4) follows
if kf + kw = k.

[d] The wage differential consistent with employers� hiring and Þring decisions in the equi-
librium under study is

π (P,αg)− pkf − (π (1− P,αb) + pkf ) = π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− 2pkf ,

and the wage differential that would induce mobility by risk-neutral workers is 2pkw. The
former is larger than the latter, by part [b] of Result 1, if p < 0, kw > 0, and u(·) is concave.
Hence π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− 2pkf > 2pkw.

Proof of Result 3: Differentiating (3.2) with dkw = −λdkf yields

dP

dkf
= p

(1− 2p)u
0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− λ)

(1− 2p)u0gπ
0
g + u

0
bπ

0
b + 2pu0mπ

0
g

, (A.2)

where

u
0
g ≡

du(x)

dx

¯̄̄̄
x=wg

> 0, u
0
b ≡

du(x)

dx

¯̄̄̄
x=wb

> 0, u
0
m ≡

du(x)

dx

¯̄̄̄
x=wg−kw

> 0, (A.3)

and

π0g ≡
∂π(x,αg)

∂x

¯̄̄̄
x=P

< 0, π0b ≡
∂π(x,αb)

∂x

¯̄̄̄
x=1−P

< 0. (A.4)

When u0(·) is constant, (A.2) reads
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dP

dkf
=

(1− 2p)p+ p+ 2p(p− λ)

(1− 2p)π0g + π0b + 2pπ0g
= (1− λ)

2p

π0g + π0b
≤ 0, (A.5)

where the inequality follows from π0g < 0, π0b < 0.
[a] If λ = 1, dP/dkf = 0 from (A.5); since the last term in (3.7) also equals zero, dY/dkf = 0.
[b] By result 2, labor is allocated so as to satisfy π (P,αg) − π (1− P,αb) = 2p (kw + kf )

when workers are risk neutral. Hence, the Þrst term in (3.7) vanishes and dY/dkf =

(λ− 1) p (2P − 1) < 0. The total welfare loss is negative regardless of whether λ − 1

represents pure waste or lump-sum rebated separation taxes. In the latter case,

Y (kf )− Y (0) = (λ− 1) p

Z kf

0
(2P (x)− 1) dx+ (λ− 1) pkf

= (λ− 1) 2p

Z kf

0
P (x)dx < 0.

Proof of Result 4:
[a] If λ = 1,

dY

dkf
= [π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− (kw + kf )2p]

dP

dkf
,

and (A.2) reads

dP

dkf
= p

(1− 2p)u
0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− 1)

(1− 2p)u0gπ
0
g + u

0
bπ

0
b + 2pu0mπ

0
g

.

The denominator is negative by the inequalities in (A.3-A.4), hence dP/dkf has the sign

of −
h
(1− 2p)u

0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− 1)

i
. By part [a] of Result 1, u

0
m > u

0
b > u

0
g under the

conditions given. Hence,

−
h
(1− 2p)u

0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− 1)

i
> −

h
(1− 2p)u

0
m + u

0
m + 2u

0
m(p− 1)

i
= 0.

Under the same conditions, by part [d] of result ??

π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− (kw + kf )2p > 0.

Hence, λ = 1 unambiguously implies that dY/dkf > 0 as long as kf ≤ k and kw ≥ 0.

[b] If λ = 0,

dY

dkf
= [π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− (kw + kf )2p]

dP

dkf
− p (2P − 1) , (A.6)
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Under the conditions given, π (P,αg)−π (1− P,αb)− (kw + kf )2p > 0 by part [d] of result
2. The sign of dP/dkf is again the opposite of that of the numerator of expression (A.2),

which reads
h
(1− 2p)u

0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
mp
i
when λ = 0. Using u

0
m > u

0
b > u

0
g,

(1− 2p)u
0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
mp > (1− 2p)u

0
g + u

0
g + 2u

0
gp = 2u

0
g > 0.

Thus, both terms are negative in (A.6).
[c] For a general 0 < λ < 1,

dY

dkf
= [π (P,αg)− π (1− P,αb)− (kw + kf )2p]

dP

dkf
− (1− λ)p (2P − 1) . (A.7)

By continuity, a larger kf can increase production if only a small portion λ of it is wasted.
This is the case if the Þrst-order wedge π (P,αg)−π (1− P,αb)−(kw+kf )2p > 0 is multiplied
by a positive dP/dkf , and the product is larger than the deadweight loss (1−λ)p (2P − 1).
By (A.6), dP/dkf > 0 requires that

(1− 2p)u
0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− λ) = 2(1− λ)u

0
m − 2(1− p)ξ1 − (1− 2p) ξ2

be negative, where ξ1 ≡ u
0
m − u0b > 0 and ξ2 ≡ u

0
b − u

0
g > 0. A necessary condition is

therefore

(1− p)ξ1 +

µ
1

2
− p
¶
ξ2 > (1− λ)u

0
m,

i.e., the portion of Þring costs consisting of redundancy payments must be large relative
to the marginal-utility wedges associated with lack of insurance. Rewritten in terms of
marginal utilities, the condition

λ >
1

2

u
0
b + u

0
g + 2p

³
u
0
m − u0g

´
u0m

> 0

is necessary for the effect of EPL on production to be possibly positive. Increased production
will obtain if the allocation effect represented by the Þrst term in (A.7) is larger than the
deadweight cost in the last term. In turn, this is more likely to be the case when severe
insurance problems imply that P is much smaller than would be implied by risk-neutral
reallocation decisions.

Proof of Result 5: Inserting the wage expressions from (3.1) in (3.8) yields

ū = u(π (P,αg)− pkf ) + u(π (1− P,αb) + pkf ),
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hence

dū

dkf
=

³
u
0
gπ
0
g − u

0
bπ

0
b

´ dP
dkf

+ p
h
u
0
b − u

0
g

i
= u

0
g

³
π0g − π

0
b

´ dP
dkf

+
h
u
0
b − u

0
g

iµ
p−π0b

dP

dkf

¶
. (A.8)

The second term would vanish under risk neutrality. When u
0
b > u

0
g it is positive if

p >π
0
b

dP

dkf
.

Since π
0
b < 0, the second term is surely positive if dP/dkf > 0 (i.e., if EPL increases

production efficiency), in which case the Þrst term is also positive (and EPL increases
workers� welfare) as long as π0g ≥ π0b.

The welfare of workers, however, increases even when a small λ leads EPL to reduce
productive efficiency. Inserting (A.2) in (A.8) yields

dū

dkf
= u

0
g

³
π0g − π

0
b

´ dP
dkf

+
h
u
0
b − u

0
g

i
p

1−(1− 2p)u
0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− λ)

(1− 2p)u0g
π0g
π
0
b

+ u
0
b + 2pu0m

π0g
π
0
b

 .
If π0g = π

0
b, this expression does not depend on dP/dkf and simpliÞes to

dū

dkf
=

h
u
0
b − u

0
g

i
p

Ã
1−(1− 2p)u

0
g + u

0
b + 2u

0
m(p− λ)

(1− 2p)u0g + u
0
b + 2pu0m

!

=
h
u
0
b − u

0
g

i
p

2λu
0
m

(1− 2p)u0g + u
0
b + 2pu0m

> 0

where the inequality follows from u
0
b > u

0
g.

Proof of Result 6: In steady state, a fraction P of the market�s jobs pay the payroll
tax τ , the remainder P receive a subsidy τ ; the revenue, net of the proportional cost 1− λ,
is used to subsidize the p(2P − 1) workers who are moving from declining to expanding
Þrms. Hence, each such worker receives

σ =
[Pτ − (1− P )τ ]λ

p(2P − 1)
= λ

τ

p
,

and bears mobility cost k − σ = k − λτp . In the absence of turnover costs, wg = π (P,αg) ,

wb = π (1− P,αb), and accounting for the impact of taxes and subsidies on workers� con-
sumption levels, the mobility-indifference condition reads
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u(π (P,αg)− τ)(1− 2p) = u(π (1− P,αb) + τ)− 2p

·
u(π (P,αg)− τ + λ

τ

p
− k)

¸
. (A.9)

Writing τ = pkf , condition (A.9) is the same as the version of (3.2) that applies to EPL as
modeled in the text,

u(π (P,αg)− pkf )(1− 2p) = u(π (1− P,αb) + pkf )− 2p [u(π (P,αg)− pkf + λkf − k)] .

Hence, the equilibrium effects of this policy are the same as those of the equivalent EPL
policy with kf = τ/p. Part [a] of the result follows from Result 2, part [b] from Result 4,
and part [c] restates Result 5.
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